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If there is a school with Muslim pupils with a South Asian background and they are 'at the lower end 

of the educational achievement spectrum',  how could you prove that  these low results are an effect of 

'anti-Muslim exclusionary practices'?  Could it not be from ethnic discrimination or  racism? How 

could you prove it to be a result of islamophobia?  

 This book by Chris Allen has as its subject the definition of the concept of islamophobia. 

Through a history of the concept and a rapid history of the phenomenon and through a theoretical work 

Allen arrives at the result of his study, a definition of the concept. It is twenty lines long (p.190) and I 

would like to shorten it to the following formulation to give the reader some apprehension of it: 

 Islamophobia is an ideology that radiates negative meanings to Muslims and Islam, thereby 

giving rise to negative attitudes and discriminatory practices against Muslims and Islam.  

There is an intense debate in Europe around Muslims and Islam that also makes the 

islamophobia concept controversial. The study first tries to answer the question whether islamophobia 

is a new phenomenon or an old. Then two chapters are devoted to a criticism of the British 

Runnymede Report on islamophobia from 1997 and then two chapters on islamophobia  after the 

turning point of  9/11 2001.  The last part of the book develops the concept theoretically and concludes 

with the definition.    

The concept is problematic: In the Runnymede Report the idea of islamophobia rests on the 

questionable ahistorical Rokeach’s dogmatist scale from the 1950’s. Simplifying the reasoning of the 

Runnymede report one could say that those who are against Muslims are having a closed mind. Is it 

enough with this psychological understanding of islamophobia? The concept phobia, is it not 

something belonging to the domain of mental disorders? And what about criticism of some concrete 

Muslims, what would constitute "legitimate disagreement and criticism"? What about rival concepts 

such as anti-Muslimism or anti-Islamism? Could not the concept of racism be enough? Allen finally  

arrives at the proposition that islamophobia is the least bad concept.  

 In trying to develop a good definition I would say, although Allen does not say so, that 

he also puts forward a theory for how islamophobia is created and sustained. It is based on 

stereotypification of Muslims and Islam and on the theoretical concept of ideology in John Thompson's  

not class based version. The concept also demands exclusionary practices emanating from this 

islomophobic ideology.  



Allen's theory is founded on semiology with the saussurian concept of sign where the 

signified is not the real entity but the mental  meaning connected to it. With this understanding of a 

sign the fluidity of meanings is stressed. Translated to islamophobia we could ask which meanings are 

connected to a hijab? It is a Muslim  headdress so it can be taken as a marker for Muslims. Does the 

woman dressed in a hijab say that "I am oppressed!" or "I am devoted to God"? Who rules which 

meanings are connected to the hijab?  

 Allen has a good and complex analysis of the creation of shared conceptual maps, with 

both media and everyday life being arenas for this creation. What lacks in my view are the agents. The 

ideology is flying around as a ghost," in the media" and "across all walks of everyday life" and its 

meanings are "in circulation, shaping and determining perceptions and understanding both consciously 

and unconsciously" (p.171-172).  One of the few recurring agents in Allen's study is the extremist 

BNP, with its slogan "Islam out of Britain" but the mainstream elite is left in the shadow.      

As said, islomophobia  demands exclusionary practices emanating from the islomophobic 

ideology. But these practices are according to Allen "unsubstantiated empirically at the present stage" 

(p. 194). 

I do not agree with Allen's extremely hard criteria for exclusionary practices  to be 

substantiated. Let us return to the Muslim school children (p. 161-165). To me the talking-bad- about-

Muslims phenomenon is one of several causes behind the low school results of these pupils. It makes it 

easier for practices to emerge that hinder their development. Together with the class system with 

segregated living and a high degree of unemployment, these pupils do not come to value education. 

But to say that their situation is 'partly due' to islamophobia is according to Allen 'unclear' and 'negates 

the evidence' (p.162). Let us debate that! 
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